Appendix 1b: Sample of student work: concept map assignment
Electronegativitymeasure of an atom’s
attraction for the
electrons it shares in a
covalent bond.

H2 O

Compound- substance
made of numerous
molecules of 2 or more
different elements in a
specific arrangement
Molecule- single unit of
2 or more atoms joined
by a chemical bond
Cation: positive
charge
Anionnegative
charge
NYT: North
Korea says
they plan to
conduct a
Nuclear Test

VOC’s: man
made could be a
threat to human
health
Solutesubstance that
is dissolved in
the solvent

Polar Covalent- bonds
that form when atoms
with differing
electronegativity are
covalently bonded

Form when a cation
and an anion “stick”
together

Solventdissolves
other
substances

NYT:
Neutrons and
Rays for Art’s
Sake

Electron: in the
orbitals; negative
charge

NYT: A $3
water
purifier that
could save
lives.

H

Neutron: in
the nucleus;
no charge
Proton: in the
nucleus; positively
charged

Water:
Universal
Solvent
Bonds

Periodic
Table
Covalent
Bonds-sharing
of electrons
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O
Octet Rule

Hydrogen bondweak electrical
attraction between a
+ H and another atom

Arsenic Crisis in Bangladesh: water
as a solvent is not always good when
solutes are poisonous.

Atomsmallest unit
of an
element

Atom
components

Chemistry
language

Ion- any atom
that has gained
or lost one or
more electrons

Ionic bond- a
chemical bond that
occurs between ions

Aqueous
Solution- solution
where water is the
solvent
Solutionmixture of
solutes and
solvents

1522522p4

Atomic mass-relative
mass of a single atom
compared to other atoms

NYT: The Periodic
Table gets a Full
Body Makeover

O

Geo class:
Indigenous
tribes
sometimes
must submit to
control to get
resources such
as water

92 naturally
occurring
elements
Element- cannot be
broken down into a
simpler substance
by ordinary means
Atomic number# of protons in
nucleus

Elements on the
right side of the
table gain
electron to form
anions

Elements on the left
side and middle of
the table form
anions
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